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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Answer all questions.

1. =+PæF¶FF EPÎF šX©X áFW&F (To be answered in Nepali)

=]+ÎFY ÑFFc̃ FæF©F ÒèÎF=+X H¸FÞ áFW&F— 2×5=10

(=+) ˜F¶F]Þ èÜFáF Þ =+F;F šX©X áFW&FÛFF, èÜFFáFáFW =W+ ¼W&FWÞ ÛF]&F
PÛF*FÜFX?

(&F) ÑF]˜šÞ ˜F]cP°J=+X èÜFFáF šX©X áFW&FÛFF, èÜFáF =+P¶F ÙFWáFF
ÑFFõFXÛFF ÑFÜFXa?

(;F) =+ÙF]áFU Þ ÙFFc¼Þ áFW&FÛFF, =+ÙF]áFU ©XÑFU PáFJÞ =+ùFc ;FJ=+X
ùX?

(fF) õFÙFY ÙFFc¼ÞùßáFW P=+ÎF ©XÑFU ØÜFFc=+UP¼J?

(‘~) ÛFF¶FW=+X ÛFFÎšW=+X ÚFFðFµF =+PæF¶FFÛFF, =+PæF=+X PÎFèæFFõF =W+
=+X PÎFPÛ¶F EFcÍFU ÚFJ=+X =]+ÞF š?
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(˜F) ÛFF¶FW=+X ÛFFÎšW=+X ÚFFðFµF =+PæF¶FFÛFF, =+PæF =+P¶F ÙFWáFF EPÎF
=+ùFcÙFF© PÎFõFP=+Îš?

(š) P¶FÛFU ¶F ÜFùFc ÎFP˜FPÎFÎFW ÚFJšFY =+PæF¶FF=+X =+PæF =+X CÎFh?
HÎF=+X šX©X ÑFPÞ˜FÜF áFW&F—

(¡F) H¶õF;Fa =+PæF¶FFÛFF =+PæFáFW ÎFWÑFFáFU ¡FF¶FUáFW ;FÞW=+X =+õ¶FX H¶õF;Fa
GP¶FùFõFáFW õFFk̃ ÎFWš ÚFÎFW=+X šÎFh?

(¤F) P¶FÛFU ¶F ÜFùFc ÎFP˜FPÎFÎFW ÚFJšFY =+PæF¶FFÛFF =+PæFáFW =W+ ;FÎFa
EFJ=+X ùXGÎF ÚFÎFW=+X šÎFh?

2. =+»FF (To be answered in Nepali or English) 10

Discuss how Raat Bhari Huri Chalyo and Gorkhey Jeep
can be interpreted to understand the socio-economic
conditions prevalent in the Darjeeling Hills.

3. ¶FáF P¼J=+X èFÙ¼ùßáFW æFFƒÜF ÙFÎFFI+ : ½×10=5

(=+) ÙFF‹F

(&F) ÙFÎFFÜFX

(;F) à&F

(fF) ©]=e+F

(‘~) ÑF]˜šÞ

(˜F) EFØÎFX

(š) ÑF&FFaáF
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(¡F) ;FFáFF

(¤F) áFW

(¦F) áFFGa

4. ÎFWÑFFáFUÛFF EÎF]æFF¼ ;FÞ— 5

Rubina’s house was in a small village in Darjeeling. The name
of her village was Sunakhari Busty. She lived there with her
grandmother and grandfather and her younger brother. Her
house was beautiful and had different kinds of flowers. There
was a big pine tree near the house too. Her brother was very
naughty but her grandparents loved her very much. Rubina
loved all birds and animals. A small baby goat lived with them
and was Rubina’s best friend. She had named her mini. Mini
was as white as milk and she had brown spots on her ears.
Rubina had many friends in the village. She would go to school
with them. After school they would come to Rubina’s house
to play with mini. They all loved mini very much.

—————
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